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ACE CONSTRUCTION
AUSTRALIA (ACA)
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Based in Ingleburn, New South Wales, Ace Construction
Australia (ACA) specialises in architectural, structural
general fabrication and installation.

THE RESULTS
ACA has doubled the capacity of their workshop. “Prior to
the installation of the HGG, we produced 50 tonnes per
week. Now we can produce 100 tonnes per week—all

Since the company's inception 15 years ago, ACA has

without increasing either our workforce or our footprint.”

earned a solid reputation for high-quality workmanship and

This increased capacity means that ACA can meet clients’

expanded rapidly as a result.

project timeframes much more easily, and is even able to
sell their excess capacity to some of the local steel service

To augment this expansion, ACA recently became the first

centres.

company in New South Wales to invest in an HGG Coping
Robot 3D Profile Plasma Cutting Machine.

“When tendering, I know I have a higher chance of winning
projects now—everyone else is relying on traditional

This investment has doubled ACA's capacity, broadened its

fabrication methods or traditional coping robots that just

That's why we decided to
invest in an HGG coping
robot. The HGG replaces
the drilling machine, band
saw, angle machine, flat
bar machine, plate
machine, layout marking,
and stamping. So I can
push more work through
the one machine.

market share, and helped to future proof the business.

cannot supply the same quality, at the same speed, for the

According to Mohamed Elomar (General Manager, ACA),

same price. Investing in the HGG means that I win more

when he first established the company, the only automated

work and increase my profits,” said Elomar.

MOHAMED ELOMAR

plasma cutting holes, on all profiles including SHS and RHS,

GENERAL MANAGER

machinery in the workshop was a saw, punch and shearing
machine.

“We decided that to keep pace with the industry, we
needed to invest in automation. So, we purchased a CNC
machine. While this helped to augment our operations, we
really wanted to move to a machine that could do it all—

complex coping and add-on-part layout marking without
requiring re-work by the boilermaker."

IMAGES COURTESY OF ACE CONSTRUCTION AUSTRALIA

CIVMEC
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CIVMEC is an integrated multi-disciplinary heavy
engineering and construction provider located in
Henderson, Western Australia. They provide services to
metals and minerals, oil and gas, infrastructure, water
and energy, as well as marine and defence markets.

“The RPC1200 is a very good machine. We have utilised it at
the end of our beamlines, so we got an automatic
beamline. It gives us the ability to double-bevel the flanges
on the beams, which previously we were not able to do.”

The company was very pleased about its result and invested
Fundamental to their strategy is their diverse range of

in three more machines in the span of 24 months. Now the

capabilities that enables them to provide a large scale of

company is the proud owner of an SPC1000, SPC2000,

complementary in-house core competencies and services

PCL600 and RPC1200 which automates their cutting work.

including heavy engineering, modularisation, structural
mechanical, piping and electrical.

“The fit-up is significantly less because we don’t have to
manually bevel plates, pipes or the beams. It is correct

With implementation
of the HGG machines,
we were able to cope
with the plasma which
is significantly faster
and way more
productive.
DAVID POWER
FACILITY MANAGER

Civmec is very on-point when it comes to innovation to

coming of the machine. It reduces the number of man-hours

improve the company’s productivity and efficiency. That is

associated with fit-ups for sure.” David said.

why they have chosen to invest in HGG’s machinery.
“Originally a part of the reason why we bought the
RPC1200 beam cutting machine was that we wanted to be
able to bevel box sections, which we weren’t able to do
previously”.

IMAGES COURTESY OF CIVMEC, OPTUS STADIUM

ALLTYPE
ENGINEERING
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Alltype Engineering is a fabrication business
combining a range of disciplines and supply to
industries including – oil gas, mining, petrochemical,
infrastructure and defence.

THE RESULTS
Even though some workers at Alltype Engineering were
afraid that the SPC Pipe Cutting Machine would take their
job away, it proved that it only allowed the company to do
more. Operators love working with it, chasing automation

Alltype Engineering knew they had to invest in automation

with high accuracy and versatility: profiling pipes from 100

to increase their production efficiency. Wasting time of

mm up to 2035 mm (4–80”) thickness is no problem at all.

their skilled craftsman was a major bottleneck for Alltype
Engineering. Colin Heitman, COO knew that automating

By automating the cutting process and applying smart weld

the cutting process would solve this.

preparations like bevels, materials are ready for fast and
easy fit-up and welding. The accurate bevel cuts

The biggest draw card is
the massive amount of
labour that could be
saved by having a
machine capable of
cutting something as
simple as a lobster back.
COLIN HEITMAN
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

Colin noticed back in the early zeroes that CNC became

significantly reduce weld volume and time. As a result,

big for cutting structural steel. He paid a visit to HGG’s

Alltype Engineering managed to reduce on-site labour

cutting facility in The Netherlands to experience the

costs by 30%. The SPC Pipe Cutting Machine helped Alltype

advantages of automated pipe cutting.

Engineering to optimise their cutting process and allowing
the welders to do what they do best: welding.

Alltype bought an HGG SPC Cutting Machine, a decision
that Heitman still doesn’t regret. Highly skilled welders used
to waste a lot of time on grinding. ‘I recognised that the
SPC Pipe Cutting Machine would save us a lot of grinding,
a lot of expensive work. Welders are hard to find. That’s
exactly why I bought this pipe cutting machine.’

IMAGES COURTESY OF ALLTYPE ENGINEERING

SOUTHERN
QUEENSLAND STEEL
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People want to go one-stop,
they don’t want to split the
order and share it around.
They can now just give us all
the coping to do and we’ve
been picking up lots of
coping recently.
DICK THORNTON
STATE MANAGER

Southern Queensland Steel (SQS) is a family-owned
steel processing company from Queensland, Australia.
Investing in the HGG RPC1200 beam cutting machine
brought the company a competitive advantage: "There
isn't a cut we can't make".

THE RESULTS
Even the most complex of work that SQS throws at the
HGG is produced with high quality and excellent accuracy.

Also cutting RHS around the corner and cutting flanges
away to the web is being done with utmost accuracy on the

Due to the need for innovation, Southern Queensland Steel

HGG coping robot. The RPC1200 beam cutting machine

decided to expand their machinery with HGG’s RPC1200

helped Southern Queensland Steel to add even more value

beam cutting machine.

to their customers' steel.

Gerrit Teunissen, Branch Manager at SQS visited HGG’s

The RPC1200 beam cutting machine helped Southern

facility in The Netherlands to see the RPC1200 beam cutting

Queensland Steel to add even more value to their

machine in HGG’s own production environment. SQS is

customers' steel. “It helped us grow the business in the fact

proud of the most recent innovation they brought to their

that we can now do everything”, Thornton says. “The

facility.

customer doesn’t have the need to go anywhere else”.

It is not only the high cut quality when cutting haunches,
tapers or bevel, which makes SQS proud of its brand-new
coping robot, but even more when it comes to the specials.

“We have a competitive advantage in the market”,
according to Teunissen. “There isn’t a profile we can’t
process and produce a finished product on the first
attempt”.

IMAGES COURTESY OF SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND STEEL

INTERSTATE
TREATING / RAMA
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RAMA Fabrication and Interstate Treating are a
leading fabricator and powerhouse in the west Texas
region, fabricating equipment for mid-stream
operations. With natural gas becoming a more
accessible and a cheaper energy alternative, natural
gas processing is on the rise. Needless to say, business
is booming.

THE RESULTS
According to Elrod, “During the process of skid fabrication
before, it might have taken us over 500 hours to cut beams
for each skid. We now accomplish the same task of beam
cutting for skids in as little as 24 hours.”

Elrod continues: “Plus, with the machine’s capability to
easily load and then offload material to feed tables and its

Outsourcing all the pipe cutting had a major impact on

ability to cut 12-inch beam rapidly, we typically push out

Interstate’s delivery cycle. According to Matthew Elrod,

enough beam in one week to keep our welders busy for a

Manufacturing Supervisor of Interstate Treating, “Prior to

month.”

incorporating HGG profile cutting machinery, we had to

With the machine’s
capability to easily load and
then offload material to
feed tables and its ability to
cut 12-inch beam rapidly,
we typically push out
enough beam in one week
to keep our welders busy
for a month.

outsource all round-seam and long-seam cylinder cutting,

It also had a huge impact on the quality of each skid

which meant we were at the mercy of suppliers for entire

produced. “It starts with having just one machine operator

shell sections that required subsequent fabrication steps,

cut beams, while using our welders to do what welders

such as adding nozzles and base plates.”

know and do best, which means welding, not beam
cutting,” Elrod adds.

Interstate had to employ older cutting techniques, which
included hand-cutting nozzles with single bevels on pipes.
The requirement for double bevels created obvious
limitations. Also hiring the required craftsman formed a
challenge for Interstate. Good welders, who could also do
the manual cutting, were simply not easy to find and hire in
Texas.

MATTHEW ELROD
MANUFACTURING SUPERVISOR

At a height in production activity, Interstate found itself in
the situation where a number of projects were simply not on
schedule. Labor shortage created longer lead times. When
clients started asking why their fabricator was behind
schedule, the company knew it was time for a change.

IMAGES COURTESY OF INTERSTATE / RAMA

CARSO GROUP
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A world-class airport requires modern machinery.
When Carso won the tender to build parts of Mexico’s
ambitious new airport, it knew it had to take
extraordinary measures to create extraordinary
results. To realize this complex structure in a
traditional way, which would be manual, would have
been almost impossible. That is why Carso choose to
purchase three HGG pipe profiling machines.

THE RESULTS
The influence of HGG’s machinery trickles down to all
departments. Thanks to the machines’ seamless integration
with the software package Tekla Structures, designs are
quickly passed on to the cutting shop. “Before, we had to
take a lot of steps, even with automated machinery. What
HGG does with Tekla really pleases me,” says
manufacturing engineer Christian Hernández. “The human
error factor is reduced and the production volumes have

Before having the HGG equipment, and especially its

grown immensely.”

software, many of the elements were made manually. It
required too much manufacturing time.

Industrial engineer Sofía Morales agrees: “We can take this
fonil from the design stage to the cutting stage within one

While Carso had the know-how and the tools for

day. This is something that used to take us one week.”

commercial and industrial projects, the sheer magnitude of

Since we have this
machine (ProCutter),
production increased
greatly. What we used
to do in almost one
week, can now be
done in just one day.

the Nuevo Aeropuerto Internacional de la Ciudad de

CHRISTIAN HERNANDEZ

next. For the construction of these fonils, surgical precision

MANUFACTURING MANAGER

needs to go hand in hand with fast turnaround times.

Mexico (NAICM) project made it look for help.

IMAGES COURTESY OF CARSO GROUP
The most striking design feature of the Nuevo Aeropuerto
Internacional de la Ciudad de México (NAICM) is a series of
fonils: funnel-shaped columns that support the roof
structure of the airport terminals. Consisting of 2,000 prefabricated pieces, which twist and turn to create a stunning
visual effect, each fonil stands about 100 metres from the

DUNSTEEL GROUP
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For more than 50 years has been, Dunsteel remains a
proudly family-owned and operated business. Dunsteel
specialises in complex projects for leading building
firms and architects and is at the forefront of
prefabricated stairway design for large multi-storey
buildings.

EXTRA SERVICE
A couple of the extra features that Kaltenbach offered
were the additional X-axis on the drilling line, allowing for
multiple operations to be conducted at once, and a
function called AFC (Automatic Feed Control) on the saw
line that enables a pivoting action on the band saw," said
Dunlop.

According to Dunsteel's Director, Jonathon Dunlop, they
invested in the Kaltenbach steel processing system, to help

CUSTOMER SERVICE TO COUNT ON

improve productivity and bolster efficiency.

"We chose to partner with Kaltenbach because we felt that
their culture was a good fit with our 'family business' style of

As a result, we have
been able to increase
production by around
three times, when
compared to our old
machinery. It has also
enabled us to deploy
staff into higher
skilled roles.
JONATHON DUNLOP
DIRECTOR

INCREASED PRODUCTION

operating. Kaltenbach felt like a small, tightly managed

"Our ambition is to have the machine working two shifts per

organisation, as opposed to some of the other players in

day—to load it up and then leave it alone. Depending on

the market that are much bigger," said Dunlop.

the complexity of the job, this outcome is achievable and
does happen."

LAYOUT MARKING
By automating layout marking, the fabrication schedule can
be improved by as much as 30 per cent, without increasing
headcount or footprint. It also improves accuracy on-site,
helping to eradicate rework.

IMAGES COURTESY OF DUNSTEEL GROUP

UNGER STEEL
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The Unger Steel Group is a family-owned business that
is headquartered in Austria. The company
manufactures from two facilities. The facility in Austria
has a capacity of 30,000 tonnes per annum while in
UAE, the facility has a capacity of 40,000 tonnes per
annum.

The newest model of Kaltenbach that Unger Steel has, is
using lesser shots than the previous models from Gietart.
With the latest technology from Kaltenbach, the shots are
not anymore coming out of the machine or are on the plate
after blasting - it's more or less 100% clean.

The machines are easy to operate and this is evident by our
The Unger Steel Group in UAE has been involved in many

current operators who never worked on such machines

iconic projects such as the Burj Khalifa, Dubai International

before and had little bit training before operating the said

Airport, The Grandstand of Formula One in Abu Dhabi and

machines.

many other projects in the region.
Unger Steel definitely recommends Kaltenbach Shot
Unger Steel researched the machine from different
suppliers before purchase and decided to go ahead with
Kaltenbach based on past experience and references.

Records show, that the
machine (Kaltenbach)
achieved our targets in
terms of money saved
against money
invested.
ALDIN OSMANOVIC
MAINTENANCE AND SIZING MANAGER

THE RESULTS
"Having used these machines, we can confirm that the
quality and the machine performance is what Kaltenbach
says it will be," says Aldin.

The latest model was a pre-fabrication plate blaster and
was installed to reduce preparation time in the fabrication.
The machine is completely equipped with sensors and when
blasting is required, the machine will start blasting and not
before that, so there's no waste of shots.

Blasters because of their great value for money invested.

AL ARABI FACTORY
FOR STEELWORKS
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In 2000, Al Arabi Factory For Steelworks (ASF)
purchased a Kaltenbach bandsaw and drilling
machine. The company supplies state-of-the-art
fabricated structural steel structures in the industry.
The company is equipped with the latest design and
detailing software to ensure the accuracy of its
engineering personnel's output in addition to the
expertise of its current employees.

"Our experience with Kaltenbach Saw and Drilling Line can
be rated 4; the spare parts consumption of the machine
can be rated 5 (very rarely we change spare parts);
production capabilities are 5 out of 5, very very good
productivity," says Mr Shamieh.

In 2015, ASF purchased a Kaltenbach shot blast machine.
"I do recommend Kaltenbach as the supplier of Shotblast
Machine as well as beamline."

Kaltenbach delivered what was the description of the
machine without anything missing.

The overall maintenance of the machine is very excellent.
'We don't need a lot of maintenance. The cost of
maintenance and spare parts is really much lower than

Honestly, I have very good
experience with the machine
(Kaltenbach). The machine is
in production for the last 15
years, and this is, I mean,
more than enough to know
about the machine when you
can use it for 15 years
continuously.
MAHMOUD SHAMIEH
GENERAL MANAGER

what we've budgeted for maintenance. The machine is very
excellent and a lot of spare parts are still in our stock since
we purchased the machine.

The communication with Kaltenbach was fair enough. ASF
was well satisfied with how Kaltenbach attended to any
queries with ease and on time.

IMAGES COURTESY OF AL ARABI FACTORY

EXTRA CO
INDUSTRIES
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In 2013, Extra CO Industries purchased 2004 pre-owned
bandsawing and drilling machines. Extra Co is a
leading manufacturer in the Middle East offering many
products and services in the fields of fibreglass
composites, prefabricated houses, interior furnishings
and fit-outs, structural and aesthetic precast, and
metal works.

"At the time of buying a machine, you should consider
strongly built machines that are correctly engineered and
that's why we recommend Kaltenbach."

With the good service, the availability of spare parts, the
local presence of the team - for all these reasons - it's
entirely possible that Extra CO seriously considers buying
another used line from Kaltenbach.

"The production performance, it's a 4 out of 5; but again,
we're running a machine that is 10 years old so I won't

In 2015, Extra CO Industries' second purchase involved a

expect a 5 out of 5."

pre-owned plate processing system.

The line that was installed in 2013 was handed over to Extra
CO in good condition; working condition with an extended
warranty.

Kaltenbach machinery is
very good even after 10
years of work. It's a
strong machine, it's a
nicely engineered
machine, and overall it's
a good machine.
ELIE LTAYF
COMMERCIAL MANAGER

"And the fact that Kaltenbach itself took the old line,
refurbished it, installed it in the factory and shook hands
with us, just after the commissioning, was a very good
thing."

Ratings of the machines are as follows:
Spare-parts availability - 4 out of 5
Service - 5 out of 5
Consumables quality - 5 out of 5

ONYX INDUSTRIES
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Onyx Industries, a renowned, Middle-Eastern steel
fabrication enterprise, shares its experience working
with a pre-owned seven-year-old Kaltenbach saw and
drill line. Onyx Industries is a reputed ISO: 9001-2015
certified company established in 2005,
specialising in the manufacturing, design and erection
of high quality steel structures to any specifications.

"Yes, of course! Kaltenbach machines delivered what they
have promised. I strongly recommend this machine for
anyone who is interested in being a Kaltenbach secondhand machine."

Justin added that he thinks that a new machine will be
absolutely fantastic and Onyx Industries will definitely try to
utilise the opportunity to buy a new machine.

Kaltenbach delivered what was promised. The production
performance of the machine is approximately around 4 out
of 5. This is because Onyx Industries is using a second-hand
machine.

"I obviously feel like a new machine will be at the range of
5," says Justin.

Over a period of two years,
we really understood that
the machine (Kaltenbach) is
strong, stable. It gives the
performance we required.
We are absolutely happy
with the performance.
JUSTIN JAMES
PURCHASE MANAGER

In 2016, Onyx Industries procured another Kaltenbach
machine - a 2.5-metre wide plate cutting and drilling
system with a double head; thereby investing in both plate
and beam processing lines.

To this day, Onyx Industries remains a satisfied and loyal
customer of Kaltenbach.

SHAPECUT
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ShapeCUT is Australia’s leading providers of steel
profile cutting and metal processing. They have 10
modern cutting machines, 5,000+ tonnes of in-house
steel plate stock and market-leading systems. From
intricate one-off designs to heavy bulk orders,
ShapeCUT can deliver.

THE RESULTS
ShapeCUT's machines are all PCS machines that are made
in Victoria. "We have standards on these machines for a
couple of reasons:

the quality of the machines;
the quality of the goods that come off the machines;

QUALITY STEEL PROFILE CUTTING SINCE 1994

and particularly on the placement;

Over the past 25 years, ShapeCUT has been delivering

the backup services are excellent;

quality profile cutting to metal fabricators and

the accuracy on the machines are very accurate."

manufacturers servicing the transport, mining and
construction industries.

The new generation of PCS machines that ShapeCUT has
allows the workshop to drill up to 75-76 millimetres. The

The backup service with
PCS is excellent, so far
we have been dealing
with PCS for almost 22
years… and we have
had no issues.

Today, ShapeCUT are Queensland’s largest privately owned

machines work 18 hours a day nonstop, thus the breakdown

metal processing firm with 14 cutting machines, the largest

rate is very very low.

stock of steel plates on the market, and a custom-built job
processing system, all backed by a dedicated and
experienced team.

From intricate one-off designs to heavy bulk orders,
ShapeCUT offers oxy fuel, high def plasma and laser
cutting, plus additional services like drilling, tapping,
bending, bevelling, stud welding and more — whether in-

JACK ODABASHIAN

house or through our trusted network of metal processing

OWNER

providers.

CODEME
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SLF was commissioned to supply a blastroom and three
open-space paint spraying areas completed by a
moveable telescopic dryer for Codeme in Brazil - a
large steel company with a yearly output of about
24,000 tonnes.

THE RESULTS
The increase in productivity results to a significant degree
from the decrease in drying time.

"Compared with a conventional process, we have a
reduction in the number of processing steps and a

Codeme's products are used in four areas of the

reduction in the amount of space required. Every previously

construction industry that are producing daily growth in

blasted component is now coated according to a uniform

Brazil. The construction of commercial buildings; industrial

process," says Dalton.

buildings; supermarkets and distribution centres; and the
high-rise buildings that provide space for hotels, hospitals

"We've been working since July with the system from SLF. I

and offices.

can say this much - Codeme previously had a problem with
the coating process because we had a drying time of two

In order to increase our capacity
to treat the surfaces of heavy
metal components, it was
necessary to improve operating
conditions. The SLF system is a
perfect fit for the technical
demands of our customers and
that's not really not so
surprising, after all, we're
talking about technology made
in Germany.
DALTON UTSCH
DIRECTOR INDUSTRIAL

Codeme chose the Juiz de Fora facility located 200

and a half to three hours. But now, we need just 30 minutes.

kilometres north of Rio de Janeiro as the site of its third and

This has allowed us to achieve higher productivity," says

newest production facility, completed in 2012. The steel

Ronaldo Buratto, in charge of the paint shop in the Juiz de

components produced in this facility is used to erect large

Fora facility.

modern buildings throughout Brazil. Up to 2,500 tonnes of
processed steel leave the plant per month.

CSF INDUSTRIES
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A family business established in Cairns in 1979, CSF
Industries operates across just about every market
imaginable, from mining and defence, through to
commercial, industrial and residential.

THE RESULTS
Sean was equally as impressed with CSF Industries' newly
purchased Zeman structural steel beam assembly machine.
According to Sean, it has improved on-site rework
considerably. "The Zeman helps us to guarantee the quality

Their order book regularly encompasses everything from

of our work. We get a lot of repeat business due to our

$3,000 steel supply contracts to $10 million multi-faceted

quality standards and lack of rework."

project delivery. With such variety, CSF Industries is agile
and versatile and has built a reputation for excellence in

"Another of the advantages of the Zeman is the consistency

service and quality. CSF Industries recently worked with

of labour that it delivers. We have our machine working on

SMS to invest in a Zeman Scanning and Plate Sorting

two shifts, for 18 hours a day. In a skills shortage

machine, and a Zeman Structural Steel Beam Assembly

environment, this is really important. We have the

machine to ensure that they remain at the forefront of

confidence that the machine will be there, operating day in,

industry.

day out. This allows us to commit to jobs we might not have
been able to because of the labour component."

The Zeman removes all these
issues - it removes downtime
from the production process,
improving productivity
throughout the entire
workshop. Another of the
advantages is the
consistency of labour that it
delivers.

According to Sean Adams (Director, CSF Industries) “We've

SEAN ADAMS

"The Zeman removes all these issues- it removes downtime

DIRECTOR

invested a lot in technology, processes and procedures
throughout the workshop. To do this, we first identified the
bottlenecks: sorting parts was one. The Zeman scanning
and plate sorting machines have removed this bottleneck. It
performs quality assurance checks and sorts parts unto
column and rafter numbers so they are delivered to the
fabricator, ready to go."

from the production process, improving productivity
throughout the entire workshop," said Sean.

PACIFIC STEEL
CONSTRUCTIONS
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Pacific Steel Constructions is proud of its reputation
for providing superior quality steel structures to the
building and construction industries. The depth of
expertise and vast experience of its four founders
enable Pacific Steel to undertake complicated
structures and state significant projects.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
"Without the Zeman SBA, by the time a boilermaker does
the beam marking out, manual handling and tacking, it
would require at least 15 minutes per part. For more
complex parts that are rotated on three planes, and require
extensive setting out, the boilermaker may take up to one
hour. Using the Zeman SBA doesn't matter if the part is

This expertise has been augmented recently, with their

straight, or on a complex angle, the entire process takes the

investment in a Zeman Steel Beam Assembly Machine.

same amount of time."

According to Nick Christou (Co-Founder, Pacific Steel
Constructions), "The Zeman Steel Beam Assembly (SBA)
machine has opened up the capacity of our workshop. We
can now take on multiple projects, all without increasing

The only way to increase our
productivity, capacity and
turnover was to invest in
technology, to invest in the
Zeman SBA. Before it was
installed, we could fabricate
3,000 tonnes of steel per
year. The Zeman allows us
to do another 15,000 tonnes
on top of that.

the size of our workforce or footprint. One of the main
reasons we purchased the Zeman SBA was to increase our
output and our turnover while maintaining the same size
workshop. We don’t have a large workshop, as it has limited
floor space, and so we needed to maximise the efficiency
of that entire area."

INCREASED QUALITY AND ACCURACY
"Regardless of how stringent your quality system is with
conventional fabrication, errors can slip through. Inaccurate
steelwork is very costly to repair on-site, causes

NICK CHRISTOU

construction schedule delays, and ultimately damages your

CO-FOUNDER

reputation," said Christou.

IMAGES COURTESY OF PACIFIC STEEL CONSTRUCTIONS

PACIFIC STEEL
CONSTRUCTIONS
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As the Managing Director of Pacific Steel

Our team had travelled extensively nationally

Constructions, I have known Todd Dolling since

and internationally during the evaluation

2014, when all four Directors travelled to Austria

process prior to investing in a Zeman SBA.

to visit Zeman prior to investing in the Zeman
SBA.

I found during my many dealings with Andreas
Hofer, we were always made a priority and

Todd has supported our workshop's ambition to

dealt with professionally and efficiently.

automate the fabrication and welding of a steel
fabrication business when commissioning the

Todd introduced Pacific Steel Constructions to

Zeman Steel Beam Assembly machine.

various exclusive partners, that have worked
with SMS for years, to support our ambition to

Todd Dolling, the owner of
Specialist Machinery Sales is
superbly supported by Zeman
and Andreas Hofer (CEO,
Zeman) when evaluating,
commissioning and supporting
the Zeman Steel Beam
Assembly machine to our
Sydney fabrication workshop.
NICK CHRISTOU
MANAGING DIRECTOR

I can testify that the SMS/Zeman partnership is

invest in the game-changing Zeman SBA, for our

reliable, authentic, passionate and honest when

workshop.

evaluating and supplying technology that future
proofs our workshop, so we can win more and

Several years since the commissioning, I can

do more with less footprint and skilled labour.

testify that the decision to partner with SMS /
Zeman is continuing to transform the way steel

Our business was confident that any limitations
in the Zeman automation had been evaluated
professionally so our team had confidence in the
technology and the way the Zeman SBA would
impact the market and clients Pacific Steel
Constructions continues to serve.

is fabricated in NSW.

PAGE STEEL
FABRICATIONS
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Page Steel Fabrications was established in Victoria in
1970. Over the last 50 years, the company has
expanded significantly, adapting to the rapidly
changing nature of the industry with the
implementation of advanced software ad cutting-edge
automation equipment.

AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE

Page Steel recently invested over $3.5 million in robotic

“The machinery we’ve invested in solves a lot of the issues

fabrication, increasing its capacity by up to 50% and

we’ve been facing in terms of difficulty to recruit workers,

future-proofing the business for the next ten years.

accuracy and speed. There are so many pluses to the

Page Steel recently purchased a Zeman Zeman SBA single
rail robotic fabrication machine, which is capable of
fabricating beams 1,100mm wide and 18,000mm long. The
handling robot can pick up 250kg per add-on part and the
beam weight has a maximum of 6 tonnes.

machine beside the initial investment.”
According to Director Chris Piacentini, Page Steel tackles
larger projects. “We focus on industrial, commercial and
government work—they are our three big sectors. We also
target infrastructure work, as well as high-rise residential

Our most recent and largest
investment—at $3.5 million
—was in robotic fabrication.
While this machinery
requires a large investment
upfront, it is an investment in
the future of the company. It
will ensure the company is
relevant and at the forefront
of the industry.

projects and multi-storey carparks. Our clients are generally
tier one, two and three builders.”

EMBRACING AUTOMATION
“I really think what differentiates us is how we’ve embraced
and tackled automation,” said Chris.

Page Steel has invested heavily in automation, from a high
definition plasma machine (that can process plate up to
32mm thick, 3,000mm wide and 12,000mm long), and a

CHRIS PIACENTINI

CNC oxy cutter (that can process plates over 32mm thick),

DIRECTOR

through to a fully automated CNC angle and plate line, and
an automated section blaster with the ability to blast steel
at Class 1 to Class 2.5.

IMAGES COURTESY OF PAGE STEEL FABRICATIONS
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Diab Engineering located in Geraldton in

Diab Engineering obviously needed to rely on

Western Australia specialises in fabrication

the testimonials of existing Zeman clients in

supplied to the resource recovery sector in WA.

AU/NZ who were all very satisfied with their
buying decision.

The workshop during COVID had sold their

Todd Dolling, the owner of
Specialist Machinery Sales is
superbly supported by Zeman
and Andreas Hofer (CEO,
Zeman) when evaluating,
commissioning and supporting
the Zeman Steel Beam
Assembly machine to our
Sydney fabrication workshop.
NICK CHRISTOU
MANAGING DIRECTOR

fabrication capacity for the next 9 months when

The existing Zeman/SMS clients had indicated

metalworking packages were reshored from low

that Todd and Andreas were honourable in the

labour cost countries that the miners were

way the technology was presented and could

concerned with supply/schedule issues.

be trusted.

Diab ordered the Zeman Compact SBA and due

The evaluation process for the technology that

to the COVID travel restrictions at the time did

Todd guided us through was robust so our team

not travel to Europe or Australia to view any

could identify where the Zeman SBA would

installations which isn't the way our business has

positively impact our workshops capacity to

historically purchased machinery.

deliver fabricated steel accurately to tight
schedules.

This unique buying challenge for a high-value
automated fabrication and welding machine

The machine delivery ran on time and the

meant our businesses needed to rely on the

commissioning, training and after-sales

reputation of Todd from SMS and Andreas from

service/support have been what was promised.

Zeman plus the technology itself to perform with
accuracy.

Diab can trust the Zeman SBA technology that
was provided to be accurate, efficient, safe and
profitable for the businesses overall success.

1300 262 123 / +61 8 6500 6880
tellmemore@smsales.com.au
www.SMSales.com.au

